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On an Extremal Problem Concerning Intervals
V. CHvATAL AND E. SZEMEREDI
Roy O. Davies told us about the problem of determining the supremum c of all the
numbers t with the following property: if, for every x such that O:s;; x :s;; 1, a family of
open intervals includes an interval I , centered at x then this family contains a subfamily
of disjoint intervals whose total length exceeds t. He pointed out to us that (i) an example
showing that c :s;; 2/3 is implicit in [1] and that (ii) an easy argument shows that c ~ 1/2.
We shall prove that 3c 2+ 10c -6~0, and so c >0·519.
It will be convenient to denote the length of an interval J by IJI and to write IIHII for
the sum of the lengths of intervals in a finite family H. Let F be an arbitrary family of
intervals satisfying the above hypothesis. Given any t and e such that 0 < t < c and
0< e < t/(4 +3t), we shall find a subfamily H of disjoint intervals such that
211H11> 1+(t-e) t(~-2e ),
+t
thereby establishing the desired inequality
c2c~1+3(4+c )'
Rather than constructing H directly, we shall construct a subfamily H* covering each
point at most twice and such that
IIH*II> 1+(t-e ) t (~-2e ).
+t
It is not difficult to split H* into two subfamilies, each consisting of disjoint intervals.
One of these subfamilies can play the role of H.
By the usual compactness argument, F contains a finite subfamily covering each point
of [0, 1] at least once. Let n be the smallest number of intervals in any such family. We
shall call a subfamily of F admissible if it includes only n intervals and if it covers each
point of [0, 1] at least once. Note that each admissible family G covers each point at
most twice (if a point were covered by three distinct intervals in G then one of these
intervals would be contained in the union of the remaining two intervals and therefore
it could be deleted, contradicting the minimality of n). Hence each admissible family G
may be split into two subfamilies, each of which consists of disjoint intervals. In particular,
we may assume that IIGII:s;; 2 for all admissible families G (otherwise F contains a
subfamily H of disjoint intervals such that IIHII > 1 and we are done). Now we may
choose an admissible family G such that every admissible family G* satisfies IIG *11 <
IIGII+e 2• Since G is admissible , no interval in G is contained in another. Hence the
intervals in G may be enumerated from left to right as J1> J2 , • • • , I n • Write J, E G, if t» i
mod 3 and note that IIGkll~t for some k.
It will be convenient to write Jo=Jg= 0, I n +1 =J~+l = 0 and J~=Ji-(Ji-lUJi + 1)
whenever 1 :s;; i :s;; n. Write J, E E if IJt I~ IJjl+e IJd for some interval It in F containing
J~ with j = i -1, j = i or j = i +1. If, for each J, in En Gi, we replace the appropriate
Jj byIt, then we obtain an admissible family G* such that IIG*II ~ IIGII+ellEn Gkll. Hence
lIE nGkll<e.
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Each interval J, in Gk - E will be said to be either of type 1 or of type 2: the interval
is of type 1 if F contains a subfamily F;, consisting of disjoint intervals contained in J~,
such that
and otherwise it is of type 2. Consider an interval J, of type 2 and write
a = 1;8 IJd-!IJ~I,
Since Ji is not of type 1, we have
3+28 4 0b=--I],·I+-IJ·I·4+t I 4+t I
and so
1-28 4 0
b = 4+t IJil- 4+t (IJd-IJ i/»O.
Now let m stand for the midpoint ofJ~. The family of all the intervals I, with m - (a + b):E;
x:E;m -a contains a subfamily F; of disjoint intervals such that 11Fi11 > tb. Since J, is not
of type 1, we must have Ix~J~ for at least one I, in F;. Since a +b <IJ~I/2, the point x
is inJ~. Since x <m, we have I; nJi-1¢:.0. Note, however, that Ix nJi+1 = 0: otherwise
J~ ~ Ix and IIxI,., IJ~I + 2a = (1 + 8)lJd contradicting J, I! E. A similar argument shows the
existence of an interval I, such that m + a :E; y :E; m + (a + b), I, nJi+1 ¢:. 0 and I, nJi-1=
0. Since y -x :E;2(a +b), we have
II r.t. nJ~1 "'1J~1-4(a+b)= 4-2t(1 +8) 1],.1_4-3tIJ~I'" t(1-28) IT.I.
x y " 4+t' 4+t I 4+t IJ'
Now, since Jil! E, it becomes easy to see that Ji - 1~ t; and Ji+1~ L; To summarize, if J, is
of type 2 then F includes intervals Pi = I; and Oi = I, such that
o t(1-28)IPi -o. r.r d'" 4 IJd
+t
and J~cPi Uo, Pi cJi-1uJ~, o. CJ~UJi+1'
The desired family H* arises from G by a set of nearly independent local changes,
one for each J, in Gk - E. First, add F; whenever J, is of type 1 and replace J, by the two
intervals Pi> Oi whenever J, is of type 2. It is not difficult to verify that the resulting
family may be transformed, by deletions of suitably chosen intervals in G - Gk , into a
family H* covering every point of [0, 1] once or twice and such that
IIB*II'" 1+t(1- 28) IIGk - Ell.4+t
(An interval J'-1 is considered for deletion only if J, is of type 2 and Pi nJ'-2 ¢:.0. An
interval J'-2 is considered for deletion only if J'-3 is of type 2 and 0,-3 nJ'-1 ¢:.0. The
two intervals J'-1 and J'-2 are deleted simultaneously if and only if Pi n 0,-3 ¢:.0.)
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